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The Metamorphosis of Maciste in Italian Silent Cinema

Abstract: This essay examines the origins of the popular Maciste series in Italian silent
cinema, from the character’s birth in the groundbreaking Cabiria (1914) to the first film,
the eponymous Maciste (1915), in which the character changes from a black-bodied
African slave in ancient Rome to a white Italian in contemporary northern Italy. This transformation occurred during a crucial transitional phase in Italian cinema as films became
more ideologically marked in support of nationalist policies and as the film series passed
from short one- to two-reel films to a feature-length format.
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In 1914, the Itala Film company of Turin, Italy, released the historical epic Cabiria,
a film that subsequently altered the landscape of early Italian cinema. With
intertitles by the renowned poet Gabriele D’Annunzio and directed by Giovanni
Pastrone, cofounder of the studio and a frequent contributor on many fronts
to Turin’s thriving film industry, Cabiria told the story of the kidnapping and
liberation of a noble Roman girl during the Punic Wars in the third century BCE.
The film’s enormous impact sprang from its many cinematic innovations: the
historical accuracy of its elaborate sets, its highbrow literary aspirations, its pioneering tracking shots, and the extraordinary popularity of its unexpected hero,
Maciste—a muscular African slave who, on behalf of his Roman commander,
rescues the incarcerated heroine in enemy territory.
The Italian actor playing Maciste, Bartolomeo Pagano, was new to national screens, but the strongman was a familiar character in Italian cinema’s early
years. Blockbuster historical films such as Quo Vadis? (Enrico Guazzoni, Società
Italiana Cines, 1913) and Spartaco (Spartacus, Giovanni Enrico Vidali, Pasquali
& Co., 1913), among others, had featured muscled heroes performing feats of
athletic daring. The strongman in these historical epics, for which Italian cinema
was world renowned at the time, evolved from various cultural practices: the circus, specifically the clown and the strongman’s acts of strength; a new public and
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private interest in physical culture and the emergence of gymnasiums in cities
such as Turin, Bologna, and Milan, where the nascent film industry flourished;
and variety theater (il teatro di varietà) and its comic tradition—all precursors to
an aesthetic display of the male, athletic body that shaped Italian silent cinema
and which Cabiria so powerfully embodied.1
Upon Cabiria’s release, the popular press and national and international
audiences alike hailed Maciste as an Italian hero, despite his diegetic racial otherness, by readily and enthusiastically admiring his bravery and strength as well
as his kindness and gentleness; they quickly dubbed him “Il gigante buono” (the
gentle giant). Following the film’s and the character’s phenomenal international
success, Itala Film decided to produce a series of adventure films with Maciste as
protagonist, beginning with Maciste (released in the United States as Marvelous
Maciste, Vincenzo Dénizot and Romano Luigi Borgnetto, Itala, 1915), supervised
by Pastrone. Pagano subsequently starred in approximately twenty films produced by Itala and other film companies, including Maciste alpino (The Warrior,
Giovanni Pastrone, Itala, 1916), Maciste innamorato (Maciste in Love, Romano
Luigi Borgnetto, Itala, 1919), and Maciste in vacanza (Maciste on Vacation, Romano Luigi Borgnetto, Itala, 1921).2 In the 1920s, as the Italian film industry began to
collapse due to intense competition, lack of innovation, and overtaxation (among
other reasons), Pagano, like many other performers, found work in Germany, but
ultimately returned to Italy to make some of his most successful films: Maciste
imperatore (Maciste the Emperor, Guido Brignone, Fert, 1924), Maciste contro lo
sceicco (Maciste Against the Sheik, Mario Camerini, Fert-Pittaluga, 1926), and
Maciste all’inferno (Maciste in Hell, Guido Brignone, Fert-Pittaluga, 1926).
This essay examines Maciste’s initial passage from supporting character in
Cabiria to leading man in the first film in the series, the eponymous Maciste. From
one film to the other, Maciste himself underwent several radical alterations: most
dramatically, he changed from a black-bodied African slave to a white Italian. This
transformation occurred during a crucial transitional phase in Italian cinema as
films became more ideologically marked in support of nationalist policies, and
as the film series passed from short one- to two-reel films to a feature-length format, both episodic and self-contained. Through an examination of contemporary
periodicals and archival documents, I show that Maciste, already embraced as a
national symbol, had to be white. Maciste takes pains to reinforce his whiteness
through a complete collapse of the character-actor dichotomy and by constituting Maciste’s previous onscreen blackness in Cabiria as masquerade. The racial
discourses at work in that metamorphosis popularized current anthropological
tenets of northern Italian and white superiority through the classic cinematic devices of heroic sacrifice, spectacular feats, and moral righteousness—all
embodied in Maciste’s muscled, newly white physique.
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Maciste’s transformation from slave to master invites interpretation on
other levels. It represents one of the first spin-off series in Italian cinema, a
practice that would become the trademark of such popular and unique post–
World War II Italian genres as the peplum and the spaghetti western. Off-screen,
the Itala studio and the popular press propagated a star persona that firmly
cemented Bartolomeo Pagano’s identity within a racial and national discourse
that privileged the North over the South. Before making his film debut, the actor
was discovered working in the Genoa ports as a dock loader; newspaper coverage of the film’s premiere and the publicity material surrounding both Cabiria’s
and Maciste’s release consistently reinforced this rags-to-riches story. Maciste’s
racial repositioning, within the context of rising Italian nationalism of the 1910s,
thus constituted the serialized character as a national hero who exuded a white
muscular ideal.

Cabiria3
Subtitled “Historical Vision of the Third Century BC,”4 Cabiria premiered on April
17, 1914, in Turin at the Teatro Vittorio Emanuele, and on April 18 at Milan’s
Teatro Lirico.5 It subsequently replicated these elaborate, high-class premieres
in major Italian cities and, following its immediate success, in more popular
venues for many years. Musical accompaniment featured a live orchestra playing
an original score by Manlio Mazza and included an eleven-minute interlude entitled The Symphony of Fire by the renowned composer Ildebrando Pizzetti, Mazza’s teacher.6 More than a mere film exhibition, the premieres and showings of
Cabiria around Italy, and later around the world, were major and unique events,
highly promoted and publicized by Itala with elaborately designed posters, brochures, and programs. In Rome, for instance, the noted pilot Giovanni Widmer
distributed flyers from the air on the day of the film’s premiere (April 21).7
Cabiria was, at the time, the most expensive and ambitious of the many
historical epics. The film bases its story on Livy’s account of the history of the
Roman republic; other literary influences include Petrarch’s Africa and Gustave
Flaubert’s Salambô (1862).8 In its intended historical accuracy, the plot features
strategic appearances by the Roman military leader Scipio Africanus and the Carthaginian commander Hannibal, showcased in elaborately staged battle scenes
and a stunning desert-crossing sequence. Pastrone, who oversaw all aspects of
the film’s production, from set and costume design to shooting and editing, used
four cameras to shoot over twenty thousand meters of film, filmed on location
in Rome, Sicily, and Tunisia.9 The film’s final cost was equal to approximately
twenty films of the day.10
In addition to its elaborate set design and groundbreaking moving camera,11 Cabiria’s other technical innovations included strategic use of artificial
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lighting, ornate costume design, and a complexity in plot previously unseen in
Italian cinema. Scenes of the eruption of Mount Etna, the human sacrifice at the
Temple of Moloch, and Hannibal crossing the Alps reveal the unique range of
special effects and inventive use of color that the film achieved, thanks to wellknown Catalán film director/cinematographer/special-effects man Segundo de
Chomón, whom Pastrone had wooed from France to Itala in 1912.12 At the same
time, the film “borrowed” from previous historical epics: Quo Vadis?’s Ursus
(Bruto Castellani) was a model for Maciste; a volcanic eruption had already been
seen in the 1908 and 1913 versions of The Last Days of Pompeii; and Pastrone had
featured massive crowd scenes in La caduta di Troia (The Fall of Troy, Itala Film,
1911).13
The film was a resounding critical and popular success, a fact well documented in newspaper reviews all across the world.14 The Milan newspaper Corriere della sera noted the potential implications for film criticism accompanying
its groundbreaking achievement:
Are we perhaps at the point to see the formation of a new type of
critic: the film critic? . . . Only, instead of speaking about acting,
voice, accent, actors, dialogue, and style, the new critic will have
to talk about feature films, well-developed positive prints, lighting
effects, still or even projection—Heaven bless it—and about a few
other things that until now had not been in the critic’s purview, but
rather had to do with the apparatus of photography.15
Others discussed its impact on the audience:
As I have already said, warm applause greeted the end of each episode, as well as several marvelous scenes, all of which show that the
film’s success was not and will not be solely due to the Poet [D’Annunzio] who designed this historical reenactment for the cinema,
but also due to the film studio that actually arranged the production
with such stylishness and fine artistic understanding.16
Central to Cabiria’s appeal, as well as its marketing strategy, was the literary star Gabriele D’Annunzio, whom Pastrone recruited to pen the film’s intertitles.17 D’Annunzio did and would play many roles in contemporary Italian
culture: novelist, poet, literary dandy, nationalist superman, war hero (he enlisted
in World War I and received a total of eight medals), and political leader. The Vate,
as he was known, was far from the first contemporary writer to engage with the
nascent Italian film industry; yet, before his collaboration with Pastrone, he had
resisted attempts to entice him to participate in this new cultural form.18 Due
to his international popularity and recognition, D’Annunzio was the primary
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Fig. 1: Poster for Cabiria entitled Sacrificio di Baal, by Luigi Enrico Caldazano, 1914. Courtesy of
the National Film Museum in Turin, Italy

commodity used to sell the film, a promotional strategy that Pastrone actively
pursued. His above-the-title billing in the film’s publicity materials—posters,
booklets, and programs—attests to the recognition and respect that the author
commanded at the time, as well as Itala’s positioning of the film as a production
of high quality and pedigree ( fig. 1 and fig. 2).19
Although Pastrone created the character of Maciste, D’Annunzio invented
his name. In a note collected in the archives of the Museo Nazionale del Cinema
in Turin, D’Annunzio wrote: “The name of the story’s Roman hero is Fulvio Axilla. His most powerful companion is a freedman, from the proud country of the
Marsi, named Maciste, which is a very ancient nickname for the semi-God Hercules.”20 Earlier drafts of the script, in fact, refer to the character as “Ercole,” Italian
for Hercules. The exact reason for the change remains unknown, but the name
“Maciste,” in addition to referencing the Greek mékistos (superlative of makròs,
meaning large) arguably plays with the Italian word macigno for huge rock.21
While D’Annunzio is credited with Maciste’s nomenclature, Pastrone determined his skin color. As he wrote to D’Annunzio in an undated letter (most
likely from 1913, during the film’s preproduction), “most ingenious the name of
Maciste, for whom we must find another country of origin: I made him a mulatto.”22 In turn-of-the-century Italy, the term mulatto implied, as it does today, a
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Fig. 2: Poster for Cabiria entitled Fiamme, by Leopoldo Metlicovitz, 1914. Courtesy of the National
Film Museum in Turin, Italy
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person of mixed race, with one parent white and the other of black skin. Mulattos
were a common presence in third-century BCE Carthage,23 and they populated Italian literature of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Emilio
Salgari, an extremely popular writer of adventure and children’s literature (also
from Turin)—whose novel, Carthage in Flames (1906), was at one time thought
to be the literary genesis of Cabiria—often featured racialized characters in his
works.24 In The Captain of the Yucatan (1899), for instance, he describes one minor
character, Dal Monte, as “muscular” and “sturdy” with very brown skin, much like
Maciste. Why Pastrone chose to refer to the character as mulatto as opposed to
Numidian or African remains a mystery, specifically since the film never explicitly addresses the issue of his mixed race in the diegesis: he is referred to only as
an African slave. On the one hand, Pastrone and his collaborators were fervid
researchers and avid readers of ancient historical texts. Given the chronological
accuracies that preoccupied the director during the film’s realization, the most
likely casting scenario would have been to find an Italian and blacken him, thus
making him a mulatto out of necessity—and, in fact, makeup artists darkened
Pagano’s skin ( fig. 3), although he is not the only character to appear that way
in the film. On the other hand, his portrayal by an actor with a recognizably
Italian name implies a solid national identity. That a mulatto is not completely
black signals an otherness that is not completely other, one who embodies both
Romanness and Africanness, and thus a much more ambiguous figure than his
predecessor, Ursus.25 This ambiguity rescues him both in terms of the narrative—
he remains central as opposed to marginal—and allows for greater audience
identification and appreciation, not to mention a quicker segue into whiteness,
as occurs in his subsequent films.26
Maciste’s role in the narrative is central and crosses various emotional and
dramatic registers. Many of his scenes are quite humorous, particularly when he
and Fulvio Axilla become inebriated as they take refuge in a wine cellar. Maciste
also has moments of tenderness onscreen; for instance, in one scene he plays
with the young Cabiria on his lap and tends to her in an almost maternal fashion.
In fact, film reviews from all over Italy were quick to single out the character of
Maciste and Pagano’s performance, as well as his appeal to the film-going public, calling him “a superb athletic champion”27 and “a magnificent colossus, who
never having been a dramatic actor, knows how to sell himself through his body
and his artistically sympathetic good will.”28 Many cited his comic gifts as well as
the warm reception of his onscreen achievements: “The appearance of the Roman
patrician Fulvio Axilla and his giant slave Maciste . . . was greeted with particular
sympathy. Both will become popular very soon: Fulvio for his heroic devotion
to Roman ideals, and Maciste for his Herculean musculature that overwhelms
everything.”29
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Fig. 3: Maciste and Fulvio axilla in Cabiria (1914). courtesy of the national Film Museum in Turin,
italy

Maciste, with his strength, vitality, and virility, embodied the nation and
the national spirit that pervaded italy in the first half of the twentieth century.
historical films in general, and Cabiria in particular, constituted more than just
spectacular displays of production design: they exerted a unique and remarkable
political resonance for contemporary audiences, evoking Roman victories in the
name of current nationalist and colonialist enterprises.30 one critic, referring to
Cabiria’s reception, described this fusion of past and present:
The thunderous applause of the audience, which reemerged purified by the glaring light of the costanzi’s theater after extended
absorption in the darkness, seemed to me to be like a luminous
reawakening after a dream, after an upsetting nightmare. The
commotion won me over when i saw, shining on the spectators’
faces and through their eyes, italians’ passionate love for how our
marvelous past inspires lessons and new conquests.31
The intended historical connection being made was not only with past glories,
but also with contemporary colonial ambitions, including recent victories on
the battlefield in Tripolitania (libya). Scholars have pointed out the similarities
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between the plot of Cabiria and the 1912 Libyan war: Carthage assumes the role
of the African country that opposes Roman rule, and Cabiria presents a unified
Rome under the strong leadership of Scipione defeating the Carthaginians.32
Lucia Re argues that the Libyan war “sought to unify Italians by displacing racism
from inside to outside the body of the nation and its people” during a period in
which racism, colonialism, and imperialism became fundamental components
of Italian national identity. The concept of race is essential to the formation of
“imaginary yet essential identity” and finds its way into the literature of the day,
with none other than D’Annunzio being its first and primary spokesman.33
As early as the 1890s, D’Annunzio began to incorporate words like razza
(race) and stirpe (stock) into his literary and journalistic pieces to define the Latin
spirit against the barbarous other through struggle and war. As was common
in Italy (and in the West) at the time, the word race—razza in Italian—often
implied the idea of the nation—hence Pastrone’s conflation of Maciste’s change
of national origin with a change in skin color. In a 1914 theoretical essay on film,
excerpted from an interview he gave to the Corriere della sera on February 28 of
that year, D’Annunzio referred to Cabiria in this way:
What tremendous cultural and creative effort was needed to render,
and set in the Third Century b.c., the most tragic spectacle of racial
warfare the world has ever known! . . . Here the supreme conflict of
two enemy races, fervently driven by the Genius of Fire, “eternal creator and lord, who rules, devours, and owns everything” . . . Hence it
is hereforth the vision of the fiery island that the Dorians’ Herculean
hands have shaped to final greatness.34
As Italy’s premier public intellectual of the day, whose views on nation and ideology circulated widely in print, both in journalistic and book form, in Italy and
abroad, D’Annunzio and his views on race and imperialism could not help but
pervade a cinematic text like Cabiria, regardless of questions of authorship. His
notion of a civilized Italy (here, ancient Rome) versus a barbarian other (the
Carthaginians) found its cinematic articulation in the historical epic’s us-versusthem ethos and in Maciste’s superhuman strength ( fig. 4).35
Racialized characterizations pervaded the popular press as well. One
anonymous reviewer noted how “[the audience] also showed warm demonstrations of compassion for the slave Maciste, who, besides being a very beautiful
specimen of man, is also a fine humorist.”36 The original Italian word for specimen—tipo—had racial and, specifically, social anthropological connotations
related to the practice of classification. In the case of late nineteenth- and twentieth-century Italy, race was a popular term—often with incompatible meanings—in the scientific (or pseudoscientific) community, deriving from intense
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Fig. 4: Publicity portrait of Bartolomeo Pagano as Maciste in Cabiria. Courtesy of the National Film
Museum in Turin, Italy
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discussions and visual practices associated with national, geographic, and color
classifications pervading Western scientific and popular culture.37 The notion
of type was a prominent and very functional feature of racial discourses, since
it guided attempts to characterize individuals according to broader racial and
geopolitical narratives. Types required semiotic recognition and, as such, relied on physical components, mostly focusing on individuals’ cranial and facial
characteristics (phrenology and physiognomy). Italian and American cinema
found racial types quite valuable since they translated the stereotypes originally
articulated in written form into visual ones.38
The origins of racial stereotyping lie in the proliferation of social Darwinism in Europe and the United States as well as in writings by contemporary Italian
anthropologists and scientists that circulated internationally at the time. The anthropological treatises of Cesare Lombroso and Sergio Niceforo, which regularly
influenced the popular press, advocated the superiority of the lighter-skinned
northern Italy over the darker South, and found pseudoscientific justifications
for these conclusions. For Lombroso, the southern Italian was the criminal incarnate, physically and racially inferior to his (and especially her) northern counterpart. For the Sicilian nationalist Niceforo, as John Dickie has argued, the South’s
inferiority, its Mediteranneanness, was distinct from the northern “Aryans,” and
Niceforo based his conclusions on anthropologist Giuseppe Sergi’s work on cranial morphology. This difference, however, was always in greater service to the
national at a time when the Italian nationalist movement was gaining in popularity; despite their integral, racially and biologically determined discrepancies,
both southerners and northerners, according to Niceforo, were, at their core,
Italians.39 Looking back on this period, present-day historian Emilio Gentile
observes, “The preponderance attributed to the awareness of a common past in
forming the modern concept of nation, understood to be its historic formation
and not a natural factor, excluded race from the characteristics determining
nationality.”40
Maciste’s moral character, aligned with the glories of ancient Rome as
well as Italian nationalism in the 1910s, superseded the ambiguous racial status
of his onscreen character—the national triumphs over the racial.41 This appeal
literally jumped off the screen, as Pagano routinely made live appearances at
several screenings of Cabiria, often in blackface makeup but wearing modern
dress. According to an anonymous 1931 biography of Giovanni Pastrone, Pagano
wore a checkered jacket to these appearances, typical of the costumes American
(and African American) blackfaced actors would wear on- and off-screen.42 A
conflation of the character Maciste with the actor, and this rupture of the divide
between screen and public life, allowed for his appropriation as a symbol of the
national (“our race”). As a public racial masquerade, the guise of blackface further
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heightened the self-reflexive theatricality of his racial positioning, a fact that
would be reinforced in the first Maciste spin-off film.

Maciste43
As early as December 1914, advertisements began to appear in such prominent
film trade publications as La vita cinematografica announcing an imminent Maciste series. Notices of the film Maciste itself materialized in July 1915, accompanied by the tagline “with the Gentle Giant of Cabiria as Protagonist.”44 The idea for
the series most likely came from Pastrone, who, as Itala’s primary creative force,
recognized the popular potential of a series based on Maciste’s wide appeal.45
This relationship between character, actor, and film series was at the heart of
early Italian film production, particularly of comic shorts. Italians, drawing from
popular French cinema and even attracting its talent, began producing film series
based around popular comedians from variety theater, the circus, and even street
(or piazza) theater as early as the 1900s. Other French influences included the
short series based on both detectives and criminals: Arséne Lupin, Zigomar, and,
most popular of all, Fantômas. Italian comics and detectives, such as Za La Mort
(by Emilio Ghione), were oftentimes blatant imitations of their French counterparts and extremely popular in the period preceding the Maciste series; they
consisted of one- to two-reel films featuring recurring characters and motifs. For
the growing film industry, film series allowed a standardization of production,
the recycling of narrative devices, and commercial viability. Many of these early
Italian series had geographic positioning in common: Turin was the vivacious
center of such types of productions—be they comedies or mysteries—and these
influences, in addition to their common origins in popular precinematic forms
of entertainment, could not help but influence the first Maciste film.46
In terms of the transition from Cabiria to Maciste, it is, however, one thing
to have a supporting character as an African slave and another to have him as a
star of his own series of films. As such, Maciste underwent a far-reaching modification into white subject. He moved from ancient Rome to modern-day Italy; he
changed from an African to a white, northern Italian (Maciste is unambiguously
set in Turin, Italy’s first capital); and he passed from a slave to a well-dressed
member of the borghesia.47 Yet, there remains continuity of character in his feats
of strength and bravery as well as his good nature, infectious smile, the humorous
tone of many scenes, and his muscles.
Maciste also differs from its predecessor in how it films the protagonist’s
feats of strength. Although Cabiria showcased Maciste’s muscles, particularly in
his escape from the millstone, this film turns them into more spectacular events
(as would subsequent installments in the series) and displays of attractions more
common to early cinema and its origins in the circus and the piazza. His fight
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sequences are longer in duration, and it takes him more time to escape from perilous situations. Moreover, these scenes often integrate humor, not just through
ironic intertitles (a continuation from Cabiria), but via the reactions of the victims of Maciste’s power and the character’s own delight in his strength. More
sophisticated camera work—alternate scenes, tilts and pans, and transitions via
cut-ins and position matches—adds to the suspense. In one lengthy sequence,
Maciste manages to incapacitate his captor, break through the ceiling, and untie
the heroine, all with his hands and legs bound. The film establishes what will be
a solid, if not always consistent, convention of the series: he employs his force
and strength in defeating his opponents, as opposed to weapons (in Maciste,
only the young woman brandishes a gun), proving that real men employ manual
might, not firearms.
Maciste begins with a damsel in distress (the unnamed female lead, played
by Clementina Gay) on the run from a cohort of bandits who have also imprisoned her mother at the behest of her evil uncle, who desires to take over the
family fortune. The woman takes refuge from her pursuers in a crowded beaux art
theater, where Cabiria is showing, complete with full orchestra and posters featuring Pagano as Maciste visible in an exterior shot; they are, in fact, some of the
original publicity materials for the film.48 The intertitle that presents the scene
functions as product placement for Itala (as well as protection against copyright
infringement) and its premier attraction: “That night again, after infinite showings, the film ‘Cabiria’ filled the room.” This statement is not historically implausible since Cabiria continued to play throughout 1915 and beyond at both first- and
second-run urban and rural theaters; one issue of the periodical La Cine-fono e
la rivista fono-cinematografica featured separate announcements advertising the
distribution of both Cabiria and Maciste, indicating the simultaneity, in certain
locales, of their exhibition.49 Moreover, the theater’s neoclassical interior recalls
the nationalistic fervor that contemporary architecture sought to imbue in its
monuments and structures: heroism and muscular beauty find expression on
and around the stage.50
Once inside the theater, the shot presents the packed house watching
the film, with the special effect of Cabiria superimposed upon the stage’s small
screen ( fig. 5). The title card visible on the theater’s screen reads “CABIRIA—
GABRIELE D’ANNUNZIO/ITALA-FILM TORINO,” followed by a singular intertitle:
“MACISTE.” The first projected image presented of Maciste features him in the
same toga he wears in Cabiria, assuming a classical, statuesque pose. When the
heroine enters the theater, she sees Maciste onscreen in the scene from Cabiria
where he bends the prison bars in order to free himself and Fulvio Axilla from the
Carthaginian prison. She collapses the distance between spectator and screen as
she physically approaches the proscenium while watching the scene.51 The film
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Fig. 5: Film still of Cabiria in Maciste (1915)

self-consciously reinforces this collapse: the special effect of “a screen within the
screen” disappears as Maciste’s diegetic and actual spectators are now viewing in
full screen the scene in which Maciste contorts the metal bars of his prison window. This scene concludes with further self-publicity (and copyright protection)
for Itala, as the last title card on the smaller screen reads “Itala Film, Torino.”52
The woman decides to seek out Maciste for aid in resolving her predicament, and the actor receives her written plea at the film studio. The location
shifts to the actual Itala film studio, bustling with activity, and an establishing
panorama shot reveals the studio’s glass-paneled exterior as well as its interior,
featuring the classically inspired sets for which Itala was famous ( fig. 6). These
contemporary references in the film’s first six minutes—the Itala film studio, the
screening of Cabiria, the young woman’s letter carefully dated October 1915—all
reinforce the temporal shift from ancient Rome to present-day Italy. Itala would
rely and even further elaborate on this formula throughout the Maciste series:
subsequent films would begin with Maciste at work on a particular film set, and
the action would depart from there; whether he goes off to war (Maciste alpino) or
vacation (Maciste in vacanza), Maciste the character displaces Pagano the actor.
The metacinematic reconfiguration of the Maciste character as an actor at Itala
Film, identified only by his character’s name, neatly bridges the gaps between
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Fig. 6: Film still of the Itala film studio in Maciste (1915)

past and present, spectacle and audience, character and actor. Moreover, the
film’s self-conscious play on the character’s extracinematic popularity resolves
the race question: Maciste as contemporary actor is safely and visibly white.
If, by the end of the film, there existed any doubt of Maciste’s new racial
positioning, the film erases it when Maciste attempts to rescue the mother of
the film’s damsel in distress. In the scene in question, Maciste dons black facial
makeup and masquerades undercover as a servant as he attempts to ascertain
her whereabouts.53 His cane, long jacket, checkered pants, and top hat evoke
the image of the black dandy, which had been popularized by American minstrel
shows as well as their European incarnations, particularly through Victorian theatrical productions, contemporary British popular culture, and the transnational
circulation of Africans and Europeans via the slave trade.54 On contemporary
screens, for instance, Italian audiences would have been exposed to African
American characters being mostly played by white actors in blackface in American-made films.55 Once Maciste is disguised as a servant, the referent shifts to
include that of the commedia dell’arte’s acrobatic servant Arlecchino (Harlequin,
also a master of disguise and transformation), with the agile Maciste evoking the
stock character ( fig. 7).56 The desired effect in this scene is clearly comic, given
the exaggerated physicality involved when Maciste towers over all the party
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Fig. 7: Film still of Maciste masquerading as a black servant in Maciste (1915)

guests and secretly eats their food, but there is also self-conscious play with racial
overtones. Clearly, the spectator knows (and the film itself takes pains to stress)
that Maciste/Pagano’s blackness is a performance, like the mask that Arlecchino
himself wears: there are shots showing him putting on and removing his blackface makeup ( fig. 8). This artificial blackness thus self-consciously reinforces
his whiteness by revealing blackness—both in this film and, by association, in
Cabiria—to be a disguise, like the many others he wears in the film. Darkness or
otherness becomes a masquerade. Blackface and dandyism are the prerogative of
the white male star. When the police arrive to arrest the villains and ask Maciste
to identify himself, an intertitle of his calling card—“Maciste, Itala Film-Torino”—
firmly cements his identity as film character/star.
Maciste the film signals a shift from the lofty artistic aspirations of Cabiria
toward a populism, eventually to be typical of the strongman films, whereby the
hero would be both ordinary and extraordinary, an appealing popular national
hero (and in one case, heroine). That is not to say that there was no populist vein
in Cabiria. On the contrary, as Giuseppe Calendoli has observed, Cabiria translated a young country’s desire to locate a historical justification for popular nationalism in the glories of its ancient Roman past, while simultaneously finding ways
to relate on a microhistorical level with the contemporary spectator. The figure of
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Fig. 8: Film still of Maciste washing off the black makeup in Maciste (1915)

Maciste, with the kindness and goodness of his character and the warm popular
reception he received, became that conduit.57 Pastrone’s own comments concur:
The exaggerated gestures, and a silent ranting, are the principle
defects that one finds in Cabiria. But you have to remember the
times—it was the era of Sarah Bernhardt, with her excessive makeup and her magniloquent gesticulations. If I hadn’t, with other actors, paid tribute to Bernhardt’s style my film would have never
been judged a work of art. Once this concession to the elite audience was accomplished, I concerned myself with other actors in an
atmosphere of simplicity and modesty. Take the example of Maciste,
who alone, or almost all alone, made the film a success.58
Contemporary reviewers, often to their surprise and even dismay, delighted in this transition, rejoicing in the guilty pleasure rather than praising a work of
art. Their reaction was typical of the general critical response to the strongman
films: as one critic stated, “I confess that I enjoy myself immensely at these type
of films, much more than when I view certain films made for artistic purposes.”59
Another reviewer in La Cine-fono e la rivista fono-cinematografica, in describing
the scene at Turin’s Cinema Ghersi, observed, “Maciste . . . has brought thousands
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and thousands of people to the elegant theater, and not without reason. Maciste is
one of those works that never grows tired. It maintains its consistent hilarity. . . .
Itala Film unquestionably knows well what it is doing and what kind of product
it launches into the marketplace.”60 At a time when many Italian periodicals and
critics were still preoccupied with establishing cinema as an art form, Maciste
serves as an elegant example of films’ general power to entertain and of some
critics’ willingness to engage and even delight in that potential. It was a feature
that the series would continue to exploit through the 1910s and 1920s.
In this first Maciste spin-off and throughout the series, Maciste proved
himself more than just physically fit. He came to serve as a paragon of the strongman’s metamorphosis from icon of ancient glories of the classical film epics, so
popular in the early years of Italian cinema, to exemplary symbol of modern
Italian heroism. The initial Maciste film accomplished this transformation in
four distinct ways: it changed his race from African to Italian; it set his films
in contemporary Italy; it changed his skin color from black to white through
a self-conscious referencing of the blackface tradition; and it shifted the films’
tone to appeal to a wider film-going public. As the protagonist of his own series
and a symbol of national pride, Maciste needed to be Italianized, and the film
rewrites this passage on his muscular, newly whitened body. In this convergence
of D’Annunzian ideology, historical actuality, and cinematic text, Maciste paved
the way for the character to become, in subsequent films, the model Italian to
lead the relatively young Italian nation by example. In righting wrongs, first in
ancient Rome and then contemporary Turin, Maciste also broadened cinema’s
reach: in Cabiria, by expanding the audience to appeal to the bourgeoisie, and by
then taking that audience with him, in the 1920s, to the successful serial formula. On a broader scale, Maciste paved the way for the exportation of Italy’s first
male star into international markets, including the United States, where Maciste
would enjoy coast-to-coast success as the “Italian Douglas Fairbanks” and would
become, during World War I, a symbol of the wartime alliance between the United
States and Italy.61
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